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Q:1   Different types of  play influence  the  psycho-social and 

personality development of  a child .Assume a child playing a 

symbolic or pretend play and describe how it is going to affect his 

personality development. Give concrete examples from daily life. 

 
Answer:            
 
The consider and autonomy of previous ranges become a desire to take 
initiative or to consider thoughts and initiative action (erikson, 1982). 
Kids can also want to build a fortress with the cushions from the living 
room couch or open a lemonade stand in the driveway or make a zoo 
with their stuffed animals and problem tickets to folks that need to come 
back. Or they may just need to get themselves equipped for mattress 
with none assistance. To boost taking initiative, caregivers must offer 
praise for the child’s efforts and avoid being essential of messes or 
errors. Placing pictures of drawings at the fridge, shopping dust pies for 
dinner, and admiring towers of legos will facilitate the child’s sense of 
initiative. 
 
Self-concept and self-esteem 
Early formative years is a time of forming an initial experience of self. 
Self-idea is our self-description consistent with various classes, such as 
our external and internal characteristics. In evaluation, self- esteem is an 
evaluative judgment approximately who we're. The emergence of 
cognitive abilities in this age organization results in stepped forward 
perceptions of the self. If asked to describe your self to others you will 
possibly offer some bodily descriptors, group association, persona 
tendencies, behavioral quirks, values, and ideals. Whilst researchers ask 
younger kids the identical open-ended question, the kids offer bodily 
descriptors, favored sports, and favourite possessions. Thus, a three-12 
months-antique may describe herself as a three years-vintage girl with 
purple hair, who loves to play with legos. This attention on external 
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features is referred to as the categorical self. 
 
But, even children as younger as 3 understand there's more to 
themselves than these external traits. Harter and pike (1984) challenged 
the technique of measuring personality with an open-ended question as 
they felt that language barriers had been hindering the potential of 
young youngsters to explicit their self-understanding. They suggested a 
exchange to the technique of measuring self-idea in young kids, wherein 
researchers provide statements that ask whether or not some thing is 
real of the child (e.G., “i like to boss human beings around”, “i'm grumpy 
most of the time”).  
 
Strength of mind 
Self-discipline isn't always a single phenomenon however is multi-
facetted.  It consists of reaction initiation, the capacity to no longer 
provoke a behavior before you have evaluated all of the records, reaction 
inhibition, the capability to stop a behavior that has already begun, and 
delayed gratification, the ability to maintain out for a larger praise 
through forgoing a smaller instantaneous praise (dougherty, marsh, 
mathias, & swann, 2005). It's miles in early youth that we see the begin 
of strength of will, a procedure that takes a few years to absolutely 
increase. In the now traditional “marshmallow check” (mischel, ebbesen, 
& zeiss, 1972) children are confronted with the selection of a small 
immediately praise (a marshmallow) and a bigger behind schedule reward 
(more marshmallows).  
 
Gender 
Some other important size of the self is the feel of self as male or female. 
Preschool aged kids end up an increasing number of interested in 
locating out the variations between boys and ladies, both physically and 
in phrases of what sports are acceptable for every.  
 
Theories of gender improvement 
One concept of gender development in youngsters is social learning idea, 
which argues that conduct is found out through observation, modeling, 
reinforcement, and punishment (bandura, 1997). Kids are rewarded and 
bolstered for behaving in concordance with gender roles that have been 
offered to them considering that birth and punished for breaking gender 
roles.  
 
 
Transgender kids 
Many young kids do now not agree to the gender roles modeled with the 
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aid of the culture and even ward off against assigned roles. However, a 
small percent of children actively reject the toys, apparel, and anatomy 
of their assigned sex and state they choose the toys, apparel and 
anatomy of the other intercourse.  
 
Parenting styles 
Relationships between parents and kids preserve to play a large position 
in youngsters’s development for the duration of early childhood. As 
children mature, parent-toddler relationships naturally change. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q:2   Compare and contrast two children of the same age (one is normal and 
another moderate intellectually challenged), passing through the four stages of 
cognitive development of Piaget. 
 
Answer:    
 
Piaget’s concept of cognitive improvement is a complete concept about the 
nature and improvement of human intelligence. Piaget believed that one’s 
early life performs a crucial and active position in a person’s 
improvement.piaget’s idea is frequently referred to as a developmental degree 
principle. The theory offers with the nature of knowledge itself and how people 
regularly come to acquire, construct, and use it. to piaget, cognitive 
development became a revolutionary reorganization of mental methods 
resulting from organic maturation and environmental experience. He believed 
that kids construct an know-how of the world around them, revel in 
discrepancies among what they already know and what they find out in their 
surroundings, then adjust their ideas as a result.furthermore, piaget claimed 
that cognitive development is at the center of the human organism, and 
language is contingent on knowledge and understanding obtained thru 
cognitive development. piaget’s earlier work received the greatest interest. 
Many dad and mom had been endorsed to provide a wealthy, supportive 
surroundings for his or her baby’s herbal propensity to grow and examine. 
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Baby-focused school rooms and “open education” are direct programs of 
piaget’s views. despite its big achievement, piaget’s theory has some obstacles 
that piaget identified himself: as an example, the principle helps sharp ranges 
as opposed to non-stop development (decalage). 
 
Nature of intelligence: operative and figurative 
Piaget mentioned that fact is a dynamic machine of continuous exchange and, 
as such, is described in reference to the two situations that outline dynamic 
structures. Particularly, he argued that fact involves changes and states. 
variations talk to all manners of changes that a thing or man or woman can 
undergo. States consult with the situations or the appearances wherein things 
or folks can be discovered among variations. For instance, there might be 
changes in form or form (for instance, liquids are reshaped as they're 
transferred from one vessel to every other, and similarly humans exchange in 
their characteristics as they grow older), in size (as an instance, a chain of 
cash on a table might be located close to every other or a long way apart), or in 
placement or vicinity in space and time (e.G., diverse objects or folks is 
probably observed at one region at one time and at a distinct vicinity at yet 
again). Hence, piaget argued, if human intelligence is to be adaptive, it have to 
have features to represent both the transformational and the static 
components of truth. he proposed that operative intelligence is accountable for 
the representation and manipulation of the dynamic or transformational 
elements of reality, and that figurative intelligence is liable for the 
representation of the static components of reality. 
 
Operative intelligence is the lively factor of intelligence. It entails all actions, 
overt or covert, undertaken to be able to comply with, recover, or count on the 
transformations of the objects or people of hobby.[10] figurative intelligence is 
the more or much less static component of intelligence, related to all way of 
representation used to keep in thoughts the states (i.E., successive forms, 
shapes, or locations) that intervene among adjustments. That is, it involves 
belief, imitation, intellectual imagery, drawing, and language.consequently, 
the figurative elements of intelligence derive their which means from the 
operative factors of intelligence, because states cannot exist independently of 
the transformations that interconnect them. Piaget said that the figurative or 
the representational elements of intelligence are subservient to its operative 
and dynamic elements, and therefore, that know-how essentially derives from 
the operative element of intelligence. 
 
Assimilation and accommodation 
Via his examine of the sphere of education, piaget focused on  approaches, 
which he named assimilation and lodging. To piaget, assimilation supposed 
integrating outside factors into systems of lives or environments, or the ones 
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we may want to have thru revel in. Assimilation is how people perceive and 
adapt to new statistics. It's miles the technique of becoming new statistics into 
pre-current cognitive schemas. assimilation wherein new studies are 
reinterpreted to suit into, or assimilate with, vintage thoughts.it occurs when 
human beings are faced with new or unexpected information and check with 
previously discovered facts in order to make feel of it. In comparison, lodging 
is the procedure of taking new statistics in a single’s surroundings and 
altering pre-current schemas so that it will in shape within the new statistics. 
This takes place whilst the prevailing schema (expertise) does no longer 
paintings, and desires to be modified to deal with a new object or scenario. 
lodging is imperative because it is how human beings will maintain to 
interpret new principles, schemas, frameworks, and greater.piaget believed 
that the human mind has been programmed thru evolution to convey 
equilibrium, which is what he believed in the long run impacts structures with 
the aid of the internal and outside procedures via assimilation and 
accommodation. 
 
Piaget’s knowledge become that assimilation and lodging can not exist with 
out the alternative. they are two sides of a coin. To assimilate an item into an 
existing intellectual schema, one first wishes to recollect or accommodate to 
the particularities of this object to a sure volume. As an example, to recognize 
(assimilate) an apple as an apple, one need to first focus (accommodate) at the 
contour of this object. To do this, one desires to roughly understand the size of 
the item. Improvement increases the stability, or equilibration, between those  
capabilities. While in balance with each different, assimilation and 
accommodation generate intellectual schemas of the operative intelligence. 
Whilst one function dominates over the opposite, they generate 
representations which belong to figurative intelligence. 
 
Q:3   Critically examine stimulus response theories presented by the 
behaviourists and describe how far their deductions are applicable to the 
teaching learning process of our national educational institution. 
Answer: 
 
      Examine stimulus response theories presented by the behaviourists: 
 
Rising in contrast to psychodynamic psychology, behaviourism focuses on 
observable behaviour as a way to analyzing the human psyche. The primary 
guiding principle of behaviourism is that psychology ought to situation itself 
with the observable behaviour of people and animals, now not with 
unobservable occasions that take area in their minds. The behaviourists 
criticized the mentalists for their inability to illustrate empirical evidence to 
help their claims. The behaviourist faculty of concept maintains that 
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behaviours may be described scientifically without recourse either to internal 
physiological events or to hypothetical constructs along with thoughts and 
beliefs, making behaviour a extra efficient area of cognizance for information 
human or animal psychology. 
 

 
How far their deductions are applicable to the teaching learning process of our 
national educational institution: 
The islamic republic of pakistan is a culturally and linguistically numerous 
huge south asian u . S . Bordered through afghanistan and iran to the north 
and west, china to the northeast, india to the east and the arabian sea to the 
south. The muslim-majority united states become mounted in its modern-day 
form after the partition of former british india into india and pakistan in 1947, 
and the subsequent secession of bangladesh, formerly called east pakistan, in 
1971. 
 
Presently the sixth most populous country inside the global with 212 million 
people, pakistan is characterised by one of the maximum populace increase 
quotes international outside of africa. Even though the more or less 2 
percentage charge is now slowing, the u . S .’s populace is envisioned to reach 
403 million via 2050 (un median range projection). There are more younger 
humans in pakistan today than at any point in its history, and it has one of 
the international’s biggest children populations with 64 percentage of 
pakistanis now beneath the age of 30. Take into account that karachi is 
projected to come to be the 1/3-biggest city inside the world with close to 32 
million people by the center of the century. 
 
If pakistan manages to educate and skill this surging teenagers population, it 
may harness a splendid kids dividend that could assist to gasoline the u . S . 
A .’s economic boom and modernization. Failure to integrate the united states 
of america’s legions of children into the training device and the hard work 
market, on the other hand, could turn population boom into what the 
washington put up known as a “disaster inside the making”: “putting 
catastrophic pressures on water and sanitation systems, swamping fitness 
and schooling services, and leaving tens of tens of millions of people jobless”—
trends that could almost unavoidably result in the further destabilization of 
pakistan’s already fragile political gadget. 
 
Given the negative kingdom of pakistan’s training gadget and its already 
growing children unemployment charge, such fears are whatever but 
unfounded. Consistent with the global young people development index 
published by means of the commonwealth, a measure which uses the domain 
names of civic participation, education, employment and opportunity, health 
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and properly-being, and political participation to gauge the progress of 
younger people, pakistan ranked simplest 154th of 183 countries, trailing 
sub-saharan african international locations like sierra leone or ethiopia. 
 
Perhaps maximum strikingly, pakistan has the best number of out-of-faculty 
youngsters international after nigeria: about 22.7 million pakistani children 
age five to 16—44 percent of this age organization—did now not take part in 
training in 2017. As proven in the desk beneath, attrition rates boom 
appreciably as children development up the academic ladder. 
This example is exacerbated by way of striking inequalities primarily based on 
sex and socioeconomic popularity. Gender disparities are rampant with boys 
outnumbering women at every level of training. According to human rights 
watch, 32 percent of women of primary school age are out of college, as 
compared with 21 percentage of boys. By grade six, best forty one percent of 
ladies take part in schooling, in comparison with fifty one percent of boys. And 
through grade 9, simply thirteen percentage of younger girls are still enrolled 
in faculty. 
 
The reasons of those gender disparities are severa. They consist of protection 
concerns, in particular in rural regions where college students ought to walk 
to school and rape of young ladies is regrettably now not uncommon, as well 
as child marriage and a lifestyle that has historically undervalued the training 
of younger women. Poverty also performs a main role. Households, in 
particular those in rural regions, frequently can not manage to pay for the 
costs associated with schooling. Right here again the effects are devastating, 
specially for women, who are often kept at domestic to cook and do 
housekeeping so that each parents can paintings to maintain the family afloat. 
 
It’s critical to keep in mind that large socioeconomic disparities exist in 
pakistan not simplest between rural and urban areas, however additionally 
among the united states of america’s numerous provinces. Those disparities 
have a huge effect on academic consequences, including large gaps in get right 
of entry to to education and standard academic attainment. Whilst literacy 
costs in towns like lahore, islamabad, and karachi are near 75 percentage, as 
an instance, these costs can be as little as nine percent within the “tribal 
regions” of baluchistan, pakistan’s largest and poorest province. While 65 
percent of 5th graders in punjab province have been able to study english 
sentences in 2018, best 34 percentage of 5th graders in baluchistan have been 
capable of do the identical. The proportion of out-of-faculty kids inside the 
enormous province with a small population spread over a massive location—a 
fact that means that there isn’t a college within on foot distance for lots college 
students—stands at an alarming 70 percentage. Conversely, inside the urban 
and more affluent islamabad capital territory, merely 12 percentage of kids 
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aren't in college. 
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